Lupus-like disease with anticardiolipin antibodies and lupus anticoagulant as a cause for atypical Eaton-Lambert syndrome and peripheral nerve disease: a case report.
In the practice of neurology, the type of clinical involvement suggests the site of the lesion and the mechanism beneath. Sometimes, the symptoms can be delusive, turning the diagnostic approach to a wrong path and raising the necessity of an algorithm considering the less probable entities. Dysimmunity as mechanism of neurological disease involving both the neuromuscular junction and peripheral nerves is frequently insidious and difficult to suspect on clinical basis alone. We report the case of a 67-year-old male with atypical Eaton-Lambert syndrome and mononeuropathy probably in relation with lupus-like entity. The patient has also high titers of anticardiolipin antibodies and lupus anticoagulant. We are considering the diagnostic algorithm before an isolated and atypical neurological presentation and reviewing the main neurological manifestations in lupus-like and autoimmune systemic disease. We raise the difficulty to classify an inflammatory connective tissue disease in the absence of other pathologic features than autoantibodies and isolated neurological symptoms and discussing the main therapeutic issues.